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Abstract
This paper applies principles of adverse selection to overcome obstacles that prevent the
implementation of Pigouvian policies to internalize externalities. Focusing on negative externalities from production (such as pollution), we evaluate settings in which aggregate emissions
are known, but individual contributions are unobserved by the government. The government
provides firms with the option to pay a tax on their voluntarily and verifiably disclosed emissions, or an output tax based on the average of rate of emissions among the undisclosed firms.
The certification of relatively clean firms raises the output-based tax, setting off a process of
unraveling in favor of disclosure. We derive the conditions under which unraveling will yield
an outcome close to the first best. We then implement our mechanism in an international setting with unilateral climate change policy as the motivation. We show how such a mechanism
extends the reach of a carbon tax, and that the gains over a system of carbon tariffs depend
on a small number of estimable parameters.
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Introduction

Uninternalized externalities abound. In spite of the simplicity of economists’ advice
when the magnitude of the harm is known, the obstacles to correcting such market
failures are myriad: political opposition, excessive implementation costs, the presence
of havens induced by competing jurisdictions, among others. In this paper we show
the extent to which such obstacles may be overcome in situations in which damage
is caused by heterogenous agents. We apply results from the literature on mechanism design under asymmetric information as a policy lever to encourage program
participation and voluntary revelation of harm.
We consider situations in which the aggregate level of harm (such as pollution
or traffic congestion) is known by the government, but the exact contributions of
specific agents is not. In such settings it is impossible to levy Pigouvian taxes due
to the unobserved sources of harm. The optimal uniform fee (such as an output
tax on producers rather than an emissions tax) falls short of the first best since the
fee does not depend on one’s contribution to the problem. It also fails to incentivize
abatement to reduce damage. We propose creating the option to certify one’s damage,
upon which a Pigouvian tax will be levied, combined with an output-based fee that
tracks the average level of damage among those choosing not to participate in the
certification program.1 This encourages those who inflict relatively little damage to
certify, thus raising the output-based fee paid by non-participants. This sets off an
unraveling in favor of program participation as increasingly damage-intensive agents
seek to separate themselves from the tail of the distribution that becomes concentrated
by adverse selection.
As a central application we consider the challenge of implementing a policy to mitigate climate change-inducing greenhouse gas emissions. Because greenhouse gases
are global pollutants, it is natural that research on climate policy has focused on international environmental agreements between sovereign nations who regulate their respective producers.2 Such agreements must overcome the unilateral incentive to shirk
(Barrett (1994)), possibly by punishing countries outside of the agreement (Nordhaus
(2015)). Dynamic considerations also come into play as costly investments in clean
technology create hold-up problems in future negotiations due to their complimen1

This can be calculated because the overall level of harm is observed, and subtracting the contribution of certified agents reveals the average contribution among those who remain uncertified.
2
See Chan et al. (2018) for a review.
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tarity with abatement (Beccherle and Tirole (2011); Harstad (2012); Battaglini and
Harstad (2016)). Governments are the key decisionmakers in this paradigm, and only
policies that are individually rational from each country’s perspective are feasible.
The absence of strong, binding international agreements raises the question of how
emissions might be reduced through unilateral policy. The ability of unilateral carbon
taxation to reduce emissions is reduced (and possibly reversed) when production can
profitably move to unregulated jurisdictions, a problem known as ‘leakage’ (Bohm
(1993); Copeland and Taylor (1995); Aldy and Stavins (2012); Hémous (2016); Fowlie
(2009); Fowlie et al. (2016)). This prospect strengthens the incentive to shirk on
international committments by simultaneously reducing the effectiveness of the tax
and increasing the benefits of becoming a haven. Trade policy in the form of a “Border
Carbon Adjustment” (BCA) has been considered the primary instrument to mitigate
the competitive disadvantage caused by taxing one’s own emissions (Copeland (1996);
Metcalf and Weisbach (2009); Elliott et al. (2010, 2013); Larch and Wanner (2017),
see Condon and Ignaciuk (2013) for a literature review). BCAs levy tariffs based
on the average carbon content of production in the country of origin so that foreign
producers (on average) cannot undercut domestic firms. Under such a policy foreign
producers remain effectively outside the reach of the government, as their tax burden
is unrelated to firm-specific emissions. They face no individual incentives to abate
their emissions, and any pollution reductions depend on price elasticities of demand
and supply.3
The goal of our approach is to approximate the emissions reductions that might
be achieved with a widely-adopted price on carbon, but without requiring the legallybinding international agreements that have proven elusive to date. To do so, we
focus on the direct interactions between a government and firms whose disclosure of
emissions is voluntary. International sovereignty may restrict what governments can
mandate of foreign firms, but does not foreclose the possibility of creating incentives
to shape their behavior. We do this by providing firms with the option to certify their
emissions, and basing the default rate on the average emissions of uncertified firms.
This recasts the problem of jurisdiction into one of screening, in which clean firms
3

Markusen (1975) and Hoel (1996) derive the optimal tariff in the presence of transboundary
pollution. As highlighted by Keen and Kotsogiannis (2014) and Balistreri, Kaffine and Yonezawa
(2019), an optimal environmental tariff generally differs from the BCA formula (even if a BCA were
able to distinguish between the carbon contents of different imports and even in the absence of terms
of trade effects).
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wish to separate themselves from more intensive polluters (Spence (1973); Stiglitz
(1975)). This separation causes the uncertified mean to rise, setting off a process of
unraveling that encourages further certification (Akerlof (1970)).
The combination of optional disclosure and a rolling default creates a policy that
mimics the strategy that has been applied in private markets to ensure quality (Jovanovic (1982); Grossman (1981); Milgrom and Roberts (1986); Milgrom (2008). See
Dranove and Jin (2010) for a review). In these settings firms voluntarily provide
warranties or submit to audits in order to separate themselves from low-quality producers. Even relatively lower-quality firms become willing to make such disclosures to
separate themselves from the absolute worst offenders when consumers update their
beliefs regarding those who decline to disclose (Jin and Leslie (2003); Jin (2005); Lewis
(2011)). It has also been used by firms to improve risk selection for credit (Einav et al.
(2012)), improve safety (Viscusi (1978); Hubbard (2000); Jin and Vasserman (2019)),
and has been suggested to encourage more efficient electricity consumption (Borenstein (2005, 2013)). To our knowledge this is the first paper to apply these principles
to overcome obstacles to the implementation of Pigouvian policies.
The use of screening mechanisms in public policy has been successfully applied to
improve the targeting of recipients of public benefits (Alatas et al. (2016); Finkelstein
and Notowidigdo (2019); Deshpande and Li (2019)). In such settings the government
creates hurdles so uptake is limited to those who value benefits more than the ordeal
of enrollment. These policies typically do not entail unraveling as the government is
is free to choose the magnitude of the enrollment ordeal so that the optimal point of
separation is achieved immediately (Kleven and Kopczuk (2011); Besley and Coate
(1992); Nichols and Zeckhauser (1982); Nichols et al. (1971)): The costs or benefits
of non-participation are not programmatically adjusted with the extent of participation. In our setting this would be analogous to the government choosing its preferred
carbon content of uncertified imports, which is likely to run afoul of strategic trade
considerations.4
There is a long tradition of regulation under asymmetric information in the mech4

At the extreme, the government could simply prohibit imports from firms whose emissions are
uncertified. This is not without precedent—the U.S. Food and Drug Administration mandates
access for inspectors at facilities abroad for any firm wishing to sell food or phamaceuticals in the
US (Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, Section 807 (b) as amended by Section 306 of the FDA
Food Safety Modernization Act). The basis of the jurisdiction problem we address is that such
mandates are infeasible with respect to emissions.
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anism design literature (Baron and Myerson (1982); Laffont and Tirole (1993)). In
the pollution context, the regulator seeks to elicit information on abatement costs
(Kwerel (1977); Roberts and Spence (1976); Dasgupta et al. (1980); Baron (1985);
Laffont (1994)) and must design a policy schedule that elicits truthful revelation. In
these settings, as in the context of non-point source pollution, the lack of verifiability
is the key constraint on the regulator (Segerson (1988); Xepapadeas (1991); Laffont
(1994); Xepapadeas (1995), among others. For a review see Xepapadeas (2011)).
While emissions remain unobserved at uncertified firms, our focus on an optional,
verifiable revelation of emissions converts the problem into a traditional point-source
setting in which firms face incentives to abate. Recent work on voluntary environmental regulation notes the improved enforcement targeting for uncertified firms, but
does not unravel non-participation with changing in audit probabilities (Foster and
Gutierrez (2013, 2016)).
The paper proceeds as follows: We first develop a closed-economy model in which
production is heterogenously associated with an externality and we derive the distance of an optimally-set output tax from the first-best Pigouvian policy. We then
show how the option to reveal one’s emissions yields welfare objects that are a linear
combination of the outcomes under output and emissions taxes, depending on the
share of the industry that certifies. These expressions depend in a simple manner
on rate of certification and the variance of the emissions. In the third section, we
show that, under certain conditions, the policy maker can achieve the same outcome
by only knowing the mean of the emissions distribution. This is achieved through
an algorithm that encourages the gradual unravelling of the emissions distribution
converging to an equilibrium in which the policy maker has full information on the
emissions distribution. We extend the analysis to allow firms to abate and show that
there is a natural complementarity between the two; only through certification is it
worthwhile for firms to abate. We then extend our model to an international setting,
focusing on the constraints of unilateral climate policy and show the conditions under
which the unravelling mechanism is preferable to a unilateral tax or a tax combined
with a BCA.
2

Unraveling in the Domestic Case

We first consider a closed economy extend the model to an international context in
Section 3 below. We start in a simplified setting in which firms differ in their emissions
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rates and the government knows the full distribution of emissions, though initially
not those of an individual firm. We characterize the benefits to welfare from an
optional certification program and write the benefits as an expression of the variance
of emissions and supply elasticities. We then show when the same equilibrium can
be achieved even when the government only knows the overall average emissions rate.
Following this, we allow for abatement through which individual firms can reduce their
emission rates and show that optional certification can further increase the benefits
of abatement.
Throughout this section we focus on a simple partial equilibrium model with an
externality, but the concept should be thought of as broader.
2.1

Baseline model

We consider a closed economy and focus on a specific industry which produces a
homogenous good under perfect competition. A representative agent has preferences
over this good, represented by the following quasi-linear utility function:
U = C0 + u(C) − vG,
where C is total consumption of the homogenous good and C0 is the consumption of
an outside good. Central to the analysis that follows are the emissions resulting from
the production of the good C, which we denote by G. The marginal social cost of
emissions is v. The production of the outside good does not require pollution.
The polluting good is produced by an (exogenous) mass 1 of firms who operate
under perfect competition. Each firm has the same strictly convex cost function c(q),
but differs in the extent to which they pollute. The emissions rate per unit produced
is denoted e and follows the cdf Ψ(e) on the domain [0, ē] where ē < ∞. Though the
overall distribution of emissions, Ψ, and the production of each firm is observable, the
emissions of an individual firm are private information (unless the firm is certified as
described below). Below, we discuss how a certification program can be implemented
without the full information on Ψ(e). Let q(i) be the production of firm i and e(i) be
the emissions of firm i per unit produced. Then total production is given by:
1

Z
Q=

q(i)di,
0
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(1)

and total emissions are given by
Z
G=

1

e(i)q(i)di

(2)

0

2.2

Equilibrium with an output tax or emission tax

In the following we introduce emissions and output taxes. Throughout, we keep the
number of potential firms exogenous and assume that the least productive firm stays
active.
It is possible to tax output, while the emissions of individual firms is unobserved.
We label this tax t and solve for the decentralized equilibrium. Let the market price
be given by p. Profit maximization by individual firms then results in:
p = c0 (q) + t,

(3)

which defines a supply function s(p − t). The resulting profit function follows as
π(p − t) = (p − t)s(p − t) − c(s(p − t)). The supply curve is upward-sloping by the
convexity of the cost function and the profit function is increasing in its argument by
Hotelling’s lemma.
Utility maximization gives:
u0 (C) = p,
(4)
which together with equation (1) and C = Q defines an equilibrium price, p, and
quantity, C. All firms produce the same quantity, so resulting emissions are given by:
Z

ē

eΨ(e)de = s(p − t)E(e)

G = s(p − t)

(5)

0

To facilitate the discussion of certification we also solve for a decentralized equilibrium in which emissions are observable and taxed at τ . Profit maximization then
results in an individual supply function of s(p − τ e) such that aggregate supply and
emissions are given by:
Z

ē

s(p − τ e)Ψ(e)de = E [s(p − τ e)] , G = E [es(p − τ e)]

Q=

(6)

0

These equilibria can be compared with the social planner’s problem when individ-
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ual emissions are unobserved :
maxq u(q) − c(q) − vqE(e),
which has a first order condition of:
u0 (q) = c0 (q) − vE(e),

(7)

such that the social planner’s solution can be implemented with a quantity tax of
t = vE(e). Analogously, a social planner who has information on the emissions of
individual firms would implement the social optimum by imposing an emission tax of
τ = v.
In the following we solve for an equilibrium in which firms can choose to certify
to be taxed at a level tailored to their individual emissions.
2.3

Equilibrium with certification

We now introduce the voluntary certification of emissions, in which a firm can choose
between two tax schemes. If the firm chooses to (verifiably) reveal its level of emissions, e, it is taxed at τ e (where we do not necessarily impose that τ = v). If, on
the other hand the firm chooses not to reveal its level of emissions it is taxed at the
mean level of emissions of the firms who do not certify t = τ E(e|R), where R denotes
the set of firms who have not certified. Presenting this choice to firms requires the
government to be able to calculate R ex ante based on knowledge of the distribution
of emissions, Ψ(e). Subsection 2.5 shows the conditions under which this equilibrium
can be achieved without complete information on Ψ(e). The total cost to a firm of
certification equals the technical cost of certification, in the form of a third-party expert, an objective monitoring system etc., F > 0 and a potential additional tax that
the government might impose, f ≶ 0. In an equilibrium in which some firms certify
and others do not, an indifferent firm with emissions level ê is defined by:
π(p − τ ê) − (F + f ) = π(p − t).

(8)

Since the left hand side is decreasing in e, all firms with e < ê certify and firms with
e > ê do not. The resulting tax rate per unit output for firms who do not certify is
then:
t = τ E[e|e > eb].
7

To facilitate the discussion below, we introduce ε, which is equal to the emissions
rate at which a firm is effectively taxed:

ε=




e

 E(e|e > ê)

if

e < ê

if

e ≥ ê

(9)

Production by firms who do not certify is then s(p − τ E(e|e > ê)) and for those who
do certify it is s(p − eτ ) such that total production is:
Q = E(s(p − τ ε)),
with corresponding emissions of:
G = E [εs(p − τ ε)] .

(10)

The equilibrium price then follows from market clearing (C = Q) and utility maximization u0 (C) = p. In Appendix XXX, we derive that a sufficient condition for
this equilibrium to be unique is that E[e|e > ê] − ê is decreasing in ê and i) s(· ) is
weakly convex or ii) τ is small. Labelling GV total emissions under the scheme of
“voluntary” certification (equation (10)) and GU total emissions without certification,
GU (equation 5) we establish the following lemma
Lemma 1. The difference between emissions under certification and without certification is given by:



 


GV − GU = Cov ε, s pV − τ ε + E (e) E s pV − τ ε − s pU − τ E (e) ,
where pV and pU are the equilibrium prices under certification and no certification,
respectively. The effect of certification on emissions is generally ambiguous. However,
emissions decline when s is weakly convex and es(pV − τ e) is concave in e. This is
satisfied for linear supply curves.
Lemma 1 is derived for a given tax on certification, f , not necessarily the optimal
one. We address that issue in Section 2.4 below. Emissions do not necessarily decline
since production potentially increases. This is essentially a “rebound” effect: the
emissions from certified firms increases when they are taxed at a lower rate, and it
8

is possible that this increase is greater than the corresponding decrease from higher
taxes on uncertified firms.
Lemma 1 states that emissions necessarily decline for linear supply curves: Certification lowers the tax rate for some firms and raises it for others, keeping the average
tax rate constant at τ E(ε) = τ E(e). This being the case, total production and the
market clearing price is unaffected by certification when supply curves are linear.
With no change in aggregate production, but a reallocation towards less polluting
firms, total emissions must decline.5
Analogously to Lemma 1 we label W V welfare for the equilibrium with certification
and derive the difference in welfare in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. The difference between social welfare for voluntary certification, denoted “V ”, and without, denoted “U ” is:
V

W −W

U

pV

Z
=
|p

U



(s (p − τ E (e)) − D (p)) dp + E π pV − τ ε − π pV − τ E (e)
|
{z
}
{z
}
reallocation effect
price effect


− (v − τ ) GV − GU − F Ψ (b
e) ,
|
{z
}

(11)

untaxed emissions effect

where pV and pU are the equilibrium prices under certification and no certification,
respectively.
a) The “price effect” and the “reallocation effect” are always weakly positive.
b) If supply functions are linear and all firms remain in operation under certification, prices are the same for certification and no certification, pV = pU .
c) The “untaxed emissions effect” is generally of ambiguous sign, but i) if v = τ
it is zero, ii) if s is weakly convex and es(pV − τ e) concave it is positive for v > τ .
Proof. Proof in Appendix
Proposition 1 establishes the change in social welfare arising from a shift from an
equilibrium without certification to an equilibrium with certification for given tax rate,
τ . To see the intuition, first focus on the first two terms, the price and reallocation
5

Alternatively, consider a convex supply function, which implies that for a given price total
supply must increase with certification, so that the equilibrium price declines (pV < pU ). As a
result, es(pV − τ e) < es(pU − τ e). In addition, when es(pV − τ e) is concave in e an application of
Jensen’s inequality ensures that overall emissions decline.
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effect. A shift from an equilibrium without certification to one with certification
implies a shift of the cost functions of individual firms as they face different taxes. This
shifts individual supply functions and consequently the aggregate supply function,
denoted by S. Figure 1 denotes S U (p) as the aggregate supply curve for the uncertified
equilibrium and S V (p) for the certified. S V (p) always intersects the y-axis lower than
the S U (p) curve because the certified firms with the lowest emission rate are taxed at a
lower rate and are consequently willing to supply at a lower price. For sufficiently low
prices, the number of firms producing is increasing along S V (p) and our assumption
that all firms produce therefore requires an equilibrium price sufficiently high. S V (p)
need not be strictly to the right of S U (p) at all points and hence the price need not
decline. The figure illustrates the price and reallocation effect in the case in which
the S V (p) is to the right of S U (p) and the price declines from pU to pV : a shift from
pU to pV changes producer and consumer surplus, but always in a manner that leaves
aggregate surplus (weakly) higher (in this case by a net increase of the area B).6
This is the price effect which is consequently always weakly positive. In addition, the
reallocation effect captures the increase in profits from a reallocation of production
from firms with higher taxes to those with lower and is captured by the area C in
the figure and the second term in equation (11). With ε being the effective taxed
emission level, E[π(pV − τ ε)] is the average profits for firms in the equilibrium with
voluntary certification and π(pV − τ E(e)) are the profits when firms are all taxed at
the same level, E(e). This effect is always positive.
Next, consider the untaxed emissions effect which captures the welfare effects of
changes to emissions. First, note changes to emissions have no welfare impact when
emissions are taxed at the socially efficient level (v = τ ). If taxes are lower than
this, then any increase in emissions have a negative impact. Consequently, the sign
of this term inherits the properties of Lemma 1, and is positive if s is weakly convex
and es(pV − τ e) is concave in e. Finally, the last term of equation (11) captures the
fraction Ψ(ê) of firms which each spend F to certify.
In anticipation of the analysis to come we consider the special case of linear supply
curves (quadratic cost curves) and with little loss in generality we let the supply
curve be s(p) = s̃p, s̃ > 0. From the analysis above this implies that the price effect
disappears and that the reallocation and untaxed emission effects are both positive.
6

Appendix XXX illustrates the opposite case in which the price increases. Proposition 1 still
holds but the allocation of welfare between producers and consumers is different.
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Figure 1: Market Equilibria with and without Voluntary Certification
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Do note that the entire benefit to certification accrues to the firms (through the
reallocation effect), when the tax rate is Pigouvian. Corollary 1 gives the result:
Corollary 1. For linear supply functions of the form s̃p, the expression W V − W U
in Proposition 1 reduces to:

τ
WV − WU = v −
s̃τ V ar (ε) − F Ψ (b
e) ,
2
where W V − W U + F Ψ(ê) is positive if τ < 2v.
Recall that for linear supply curves the price doesn’t change; that is the supply
curves S V (p) and S U (p) intersect the demand curve at the same point. Consequently,
the price effect is zero, whereas the reallocation effect remains positive. Further, with
constant production, but a shift towards firms with fewer emissions total emissions
are sure to decline. Even if emissions are already taxed efficiently, τ = v, total welfare
increases because production is reallocated towards less polluting firms. The size of
this reallocation depends on the supply response, s̃, and the variance of the taxed
emissions rate, V ar(ε).
In Corollary 2, we assume that taxes, τ , and the social costs of emissions, v, are
sufficiently small relative to prices that we can conduct Taylor-expansions around
τ = 0, v = 0 (we label the price for a tax of τ = 0 as p0 ). Focusing on small taxes
allows us to focus on the central welfare effects of Proposition 1. For small taxes,
supply curves are approximately linear and building on Corollary 1 we obtain the
following result:
Corollary 2. To a first-order approximation, the expression W V −W U in Proposition
1 can be written as:


τ 0
s (p0 ) V ar (ε) τ − F Ψ (b
e) + o τ 2 ,
WV − WU = v −
2
with a difference in emissions of:

(12)

GV − GU = −s0 (p0 ) τ V ar (ε) + o(τ ),
which is negative (to a first order).
As Corollary 2 makes clear, to a first order we replicate an expression as for linear
supply curves and the intuition is analogous: there is no price effect and the primary
12

driver of the welfare consequences of certification come from the shift in production
from more to less polluting firms.
A natural question is how far welfare of the voluntary certification in Proposition
1 is to the welfare that would be obtained if firm emission rates were known (without necessarily imposing τ = v). Labeling such an equilibrium with W F I for “full
information” we find (at first order)
W

V

V ar (ε) F I
W + WU
=
V ar (e)



V ar (ε)
1−
V ar (e)



− F Ψ (ê) + o(τ 2 ).

(13)

By construction V ar(ε) ≤ V ar(e) so welfare under voluntary certification, W V , is a
weighted average of welfare with no certification, W U , and with full information, W F I ,
where the weight depends on the relative variance of the effectively-taxed emission
rate, ε, and the actual emission rates, e. Complete certification yields the first best
allocation of production at the cost of implementation.
The expression in Proposition 1 and its two Corollaries is derived for any tax/subsidy
to the certification scheme, under full knowledge of the emission distribution Ψ(e) and
without letting firms reduce their emissions through abatement. In the subsequent
section we derive the optimal level of certification. Thereafter, we show that even
if the policy maker and producers do not not know the full distribution of Ψ(e) but
only its first moment, the policy maker might still be able to implement the certification equilibrium through an “unravelling algorithm.” Finally, we derive Proposition 2
where firms are allowed to invest in abatement to reduce their emissions.
2.4

Optimal certification

In the analysis above, individual firms choose whether to certify emissions given total
costs F + f of certification, where f is a potential tax on certification (see equation
8). A natural question to ask is whether the social planner ought to encourage or
discourage the certification of individual firms. We answer this question by allowing
the social planner to set τ and f optimally.7
maxτ,f W V
7

This is also the solution to a social planner’s problem when they can choose any allocation
subject to the constraint that all uncertified firms are indistinguishable.
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In an Appendix we show that this requires:
τ = v,
π (p − vb
e)−π (p − vE (e|e > eb))−vE (e − eb|e > eb) s (p − vE (e|e > eb))−F = 0. (14)
The condition τ = v recovers a standard Pigouvian result: emissions ought to be
taxed at their social cost. Subtracting equation (8) from (14) returns:
f = vE (e − eb|e > eb) s (p − vE (e|e > eb)) > 0,

(15)

that is: certification should be taxed when emissions are taxed at the Pigouvian level.
The intuition for this comes from Proposition 1 where τ = v implies that there is no
untaxed emissions effect. Optimal certification is defined as the level of certification
that maximizes W V − W U . The subsidy itself is a transfer so welfare is affected
only through the effect on price, pV , the level of certification, ê, and the cost of
certification, F . Consider first the effect of a change in price. For a given tax system
of the government this essentially boils down to a transfer between producers and
consumers and through an envelope-style argument (see the Appendix for details)
the combined effect is zero. Second, consider the change in the level of certification.
The price effect is not directly affected by a change in certifcation, and the effect on
the reallocation effect - capturing profits of all producers is:
[π (p − vb
e) − π (p − vE (e|e > eb)) − vE (e − eb|e > eb) s (p − vE (e|e > eb))] ψ(ê)dê.
The first two terms represent the change in profits for the mass of firms, ψ(ê)dê who
certify as a consequence of an increase in subsidy. The remaining term captures the
fact that taxes go up for the firms who have yet to certify. Realizing that the certifying
firms only consider the first two terms and taking into account the physical cost of
certification returns equation (14). As a consequence, firms have a higher incentive
to certify and will do so too much in an equilibrium without a tax on certification.
Having solved for the decentralized equilibrium and the social planner’s allocation
we take a step back and assess the informational requirements needed to implement
such a policy. Whereas equation (12) gives an intuitive result of the welfare gains
based on measures that are relatively easily obtained such as the variance of emission
rates and supply elasticities, the optimal implementation requires complete informa14

tion on the distribution of e, which is rarely available.
In the following, we show the conditions under which a given “algorithm” can
achieve a comparable goal without complete information on the distribution of e.
2.5

An “Unravelling” Algorithm

We assume that neither firms nor the government know the distribution of emissions
rates, but they do observe the average emissions rate (through aggregated accounts
or changes in ambient polllution, for example). Initially, certification is not available
and the government imposes an output tax t0 = τ E(e). We assume that the government introduces certification which allows firms to pay the emission tax τ at some
certification cost F . Since the government does not know the distribution Ψ(e), it cannot predict the eventual threshold eb and therefore cannot implement the equilibrium
described above by immediately announcing a new output tax τ E (e|e > eb).
Instead, we show that an iterative process can asymptotically achieve the same
equilibrium. We consider such a process where the government allows firms to certify
at increasing levels of emissions rates (i.e. the government asks if firms with emissions
rate e want to certify and only those firms are allowed to do so. If they do, the level
of certification increases and the procedure starts again). The government constantly
adjusts the output tax as the emissions distribution gets revealed. We show that we
obtain a Nash equilibrium when firms decide on certification as if they were the last
ones to certify with the information available at that point in time.
Assume that all firms with an emissions rate below ee have certified and consider
the situation of a firm with emissions rate ee. The firm will then choose to certify if:
g (e
e) ≡ π (p (e
e) − τ ee) − π (p (e
e) − τ E (e|e > ee)) − F ≥ 0,
where p (e
e) is the price that would prevail on markets should the certification stop
here and the threshold be eb = ee. Since the distribution up to ee has been revealed
publicly and since E (e) is known, both the government and the firm can compute
E (e|e > ee). Assuming that g (e) > 0 (where e is the lowest emissions rate), then at
least some firms will certify. Furthermore, g (e) = −F so not all firms will certify as
long as F > 0. As firms decide sequentially to certify, the process will continue up
to the smallest emissions rate for which g switches sign, which we denote eb (which
also corresponds to a laissez-faire equilibrium when the government knows the full
distribution ψ).
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This leads to a Nash equilibrium because for firms with a lower emissions rate,
ee < eb,
π (p (b
e) − τ ee) − π (p (b
e) − τ E (e|e > eb)) − F > g (b
e) = 0,
so that none of these firms would benefit from deviating from certification at the
equilibrium. Since g becomes negative just after eb, firms with emission rate eb + de,
decide not to certify and would indeed be worse off otherwise. Firms with a higher
emission rate ee > eb, will not certify either. Consequently, even if the government does
not know the distribution of Ψ(e) it can implement an algorithm where the optimal
certification decision of firms gradually reveals the shape of the distribution up until
ê.
The analysis can be straightforwardly extended to the social optimum if the government constantly adjust the certification tax f = τ (E (e|e > ee) − ee) s (p(e
e) − τ E (e|e > ee))
with the information available.
2.6

Abatement

The analysis thus far has focused on the role of certification in reallocating production from more polluting to less polluting firms. In the following we analyze its role
in increasing the incentive for individual firms to reduce emissions by allowing for
abatement. We keep the same structure but allow firms to spend b(a) per unit produced to reduce their emissions (per unit) by a. We require: b0 (a) > 0 for a > 0
with b(0) = b0 (0) = 0 and b00 (a) > 0. Hence costs of abatement are proportional to
production. The expression for emissions, equation (2), is then replaced by:
Z

1

(e(i) − a(i)) q(i)di.

G=
0

We continue to let (pre-abatement) emissions be distributed according to Ψ(e), but
firms who are certified pay an emission tax on e(i) − a(i) instead of e(i). We continue
to define ε as in equation (9), which is the pre-abatement emissions rate for certified
firms, and the conditional mean of emissions for uncertified firms. Abatement investments are not observable and non-certified firms consequently have no economic
incentive to abate. Hence, in an equilibrium without certification no abatement takes
place. Certified firms, in contrast, do abate. They solve the problem:
maxq,a pq − c(q) − τ (e − a)q − b(a)q
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which leads to a common abatement level, a∗ , amongst all firms that certify of:8
a∗ = b0−1 (τ )
Individual supply functions take the form:
q(i) = s (p − τ (e(i) − a∗ ) − b(a∗ )) ,
where for given price and tax, supply is higher under abatement (τ a∗ > b(a∗ )). Using
this we can derive the changes to emissions from certification in a setting in which
abatement is possible. Lemma 2 gives the result:
Lemma 2. When abatement is possible, the difference between emissions under voluntary certification and without certification is given by:



 


GV − GU = Cov ε, s pV − τ ε + E (e) E s pV − τ ε − s pU − τ E (e)

(16)




−a∗ Ψ(ê)E s pV − τ (e − a∗ ) − b (a∗ ) |e < ê
 


+Ψ(ê)E e s pV − τ (e − a∗ ) − b (a∗ ) − s pV − τ e |e < ê
where pV and pU are the equilibrium prices under certification and no certification,
respectively. The effect of certification on emissions is generally ambiguous, but if s is
weakly convex and es(pV − τ e) is increasing and weakly concave in e, then emissions
must decrease following certification.
Lemma 2 mirrors Lemma 1 but adds two additional terms. The direct impact
of Ψ(ê) firms certifying is that they abate their emissions by a∗ . At the same time
certification lowers their tax burden, which yields a supply response analogous to a
rebound effect on the quantity produced. This second effect pulls in the direction of
higher emissions.
Using Lemma 2 we derive Proposition 2 which establishes the change in social
welfare from the uncertified equilibrium (where no abatement takes place) and an
When e(i) = 0, this implies firms sequester emissions at rate a∗ . In the absence of sequestration,
one can think of e(i) = 0 as a normalization of the minimum emissions rate that is otherwise bounded
away from zero even in the presence of abatement.
8
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equilibrium with voluntary certification and the possibility to abate.
Proposition 2. For the equilibrium with abatement as described above, the difference in social welfare between the equilibrium with voluntary certification and the one
without is given by:
V

W −W

U

Z

pV

=
pU

|

(s (p − τ E (e)) − D (p)) dp
{z
}

(17)

price effects

V



+E π p − τ ε − π pV − τ E (e)
{z
}
|
reallocation gains




+Ψ (b
e) E π pV − τ (e − a∗ ) − b (a∗ ) − π pV − τ e |e < eb
|
{z
}
abatement gains


− (v − τ ) GV − GU − F Ψ (b
e) ,
|
{z
}
untaxed emissions

where
- a) The price effect, the reallocation gains, and the abatement gains are always
positive
- b) The untaxed emissions effect is ambiguous. If s is convex and es(pV − τ e) is
increasing and weakly concave in e then emissions decline, and for τ < v the untaxed
emissions effect is positive.
Proposition 2 carries over some of the results of Proposition 1 to the case of
abatement. It includes a new term from abatement gains, which captures the increase
in profits from firms who get an effective price increase of ta∗ − b(a∗ ) > 0 from
abatement. For given price pV , profit maximization ensures that this term is positive.
The untaxed emissions effect follows the logic of Lemma 1 and a decrease in emissions
and v > τ is enough to ensure that the untaxed emissions effect is positive.
We complete the analysis of the setting with abatement by deriving two corollaries
of Proposition 2. First, for the special case of linear supply curves the expression
simplifies to:
Corollary 3. For linear supply curves of the form s̃p, the expression W V − W U in
Proposition 2 simplifies to:
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V

W −W

U

Z
=
|p

∗

pV
U

s̃τ 2
(s̃ (p − τ E (e)) − D (p)) dp +
V ar (ε)
2 {z }
|
{z
}
price effect

∗

+Ψ (b
e) s̃ (τ a − b (a ))
|



reallocation


 (τ a∗ − b (a∗ ))
p − τ E (e|e < eb) +
2
{z
}
V

abatement gains


e) ,
− (v − τ ) GV − GU − F Ψ (b
{z
}
|
untaxed emissions

where the price effect, the reallocation effect and the abatement gains are all positive
and a sufficient condition for W V −W U +F Ψ(ê) to be positive is that pV > 2τ E(e|e <
ê).
Recall that for linear supply curves and without abatement the price remains
constant and there is no price effect (Corollary 1). With abatement, firms reduce
their taxes, produce more and consequently the equilibrium price declines and the
price effect is positive as described in Corollary 2. The reallocation effect continues to
have the same interpretation. The expression for the abatement gains, which captures
savings to firms from abatement, are best seen by noting that savings per unit is
τ a∗ − b(a∗ ) and average number of units sold for certified firms before abatement is
s̃(pV − τ E(e|e < ê)). The second term in the parenthesis captures the fact that with
abatement supply increases. Finally, changes in emissions repeat the expression from
Proposition 1, but gives an explicit sufficient condition for emissions to decline. If
pV > 2τ E(E|e < ê), which is true for τ small, the untaxed emission effect is positive.
Finally, we continue our analysis at first order and derive Corollary 4:
Corollary 4. To a first order (in (τ, v)) the welfare effect in equation (17) can be
written as




s(p0 )
τ 0
V
U
s (p0 )V ar(ε) + 00 Ψ (b
e) − F Ψ (b
e) + o τ 2 ,
W −W =τ v−
2
b (0)
where W V − W U +F Ψ(ê) is positive.
Corollary 4 takes advantage of the fact that to a first order ê remains unchanged
with abatement and consequently we can add a single term to equation (12) from
Corollary 2: b00 (0) captures the curvature in the abatement costs. By assumption
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it is always profitable to do some abatement and a low curvature of the abatement
function, a low b00 (0), implies that to a first order the optimal abatement level will
be higher. Abatement benefits are proportional to total production by the firms that
abate: s (p0 ) Ψ(ê). This effect requires taxes not to be higher than 2v, since otherwise
firms will abate “too much.” Analogously to equation (13) we can write welfare
under certification with abatement as a weighted average of the welfares without
certification, W U and with full information under abatement, W F IA :
WV =

V ar (ε) +
V ar (e)

s(p0 )
Ψ (b
e) F IA
s0 (p0 )b00 (0)
W
+
0)
+ s0 (ps(p
00
0 )b (0)

1−

V ar (ε) +
V ar (e)

!
s(p0 )
Ψ (b
e)
s0 (p0 )b00 (0)
W U −F Ψ (ê)+o
s(p0 )
+ s0 (p0 )b00 (0)

Welfare under certification continues to be a weighted average average of the welfare with complete information and with no information, but with the added term,
s(p0 )
Ψ(ê) which captures (to a first order) the amount of abatement done with
s0 (p0 )b00 (0)
certification.
Finally, it is worth noting the possible complementarities between abatement and
certification. At the level of the original firm, these two are complementary by assumption: A firm can only benefit from abatement if its emissions are observable and
this is only possible if the firm has certified. However, in the special case in which
the abatement function is quadratic: b(a) = 21 b̂a2 and supply and demand curves are
linear, it further holds that cheaper abatement (lower b̂) will raise certification rates.
A similar result holds for small taxes τ .
3
3.1

Unraveling in the International Case
International Model

We extend the model to an international setting and introduce a Foreign country in
addition to the Home country. A Home policy maker values welfare both in Home
and Foreign but can affect policy only in Home. This assumption reflects the interest
of relatively rich countries in the global social cost of carbon in spite of narrow selfinterest. We keep the quasi-linear setting and let the individuals in Home and Foreign
have potentially distinct utility functions of the form:
UH = C0,H + uH (CH ) − vG,
UF = C0,F + uF (CF ) − vG,
20


τ2 .

where uH is the strictly concave utility of consumption of good CH in Home, and uF
the corresponding function in Foreign. They result in demand functions of DH (p)
and DF (p), respectively. Consumers in both countries experience the same negative
disutility from global emissions, G. There is a mass of m consumers in Foreign making
total marginal disutility from emissions (m + 1)v. All trade is costless.
The outside good, C0 , is produced emissions-free and competitively in both countries using identical linear production technology with labor as the only input. The
marginal productivity is 1 and we normalize the price to 1 in the outside good sector.
Home and Foreign have labor supplies of LH and LF , respectively, and we choose
these such that the outside sector is active in both countries. This equates the wage
in both countries to 1. The identical wages play no role in what follows. Market
clearing for the outside good requires:
C0,H + C0,F = Q0,H + Q0,F ,
where Q0,H and Q0,F are production of the outside good in Home and Foreign, respectively. As before the polluting good is produced competitively by a continuum
of mass 1 of firms in Home, but we add a mass m of firms in Foreign. The emissions
per unit produced in Home is ΨH (e) and the corresponding distribution in Foreign
is ΨF (e). We continue to assume that ΨH (e) and ΨF (e) are known. Our focus is on
the ability of the policy maker in Home to affect production of the polluting good
in Foreign and consequently, we focus on an equilibrium in which Home exports the
outside good and imports the polluting good and no tax scheme is large enough to
overturn this comparative advantage. With a price of p of the polluting good, the
trade balance of Home is:
Q0,H − C0,H = p (CH − QH ) ,
where QH is the production of the polluting good in Home. Like in the domestic
model, individual emissions for the Foreign firms are not observable unless the firm is
certified. To focus on the international aspect, we assume that all emissions in Home
are observable, though this matters little for the analysis to follow. With complete
observability, firms in Home face an individual tax of τH e and following equation (6)
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the production in Home of the polluting good is:
QH (p) = EH [sH (p − τH e)] ,
where sH (p) is the supply function for an individual firm in home and EH denotes the
expectation over ΨH (e). Foreign firms have a production structure with cost function
of cF (q) and corresponding supply function of sF (p), such that without facing a tax,
foreign production is:
QF (p) = msF (p).
Although Foreign production is not directly taxed, Home can impose a tax on imports
from Foreign. Initially, consider the setting in which there is no certification amongst
Foreign firms and they all face a tax of τF EF (e) on exports to home. Let pH be
the consumer price in Home and pF the consumer price in Foreign. With positive
exports and consumption in Foreign the post-tax price must be equal for Foreign firms
whether they produce domestically or export:
pH − τF EF (e) = pF ,

(18)

with corresponding total production in Foreign of:
QF = msF (pF ).
Therefore a market equilibrium is defined by equation (18) together with a market
clearing condition:
DH (pH ) + mDF (pF ) = QH (pH ) + QF (pF ).
This gives prices in Home and Foreign without certification: (pUH , pUF ).
Now, consider a setting in which a Foreign firm with emissions rate e, can certify
to get access to the Home market at a tariff rate of τF e. At the same time non-certified
firms will be taxed at the average emission rate of non-certified firms. We continue
to use ε as the pre-abatement effective emissions rate as observed by the government
(as in equation 9), though only referring to Foreign firms.
All firms are atomistic and cannot effect world prices. Therefore a Foreign firm
that certifies and sells both to Home and Foreign could sell all of its production
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to Foreign, save the cost of certification and make higher profits. Consequently, all
Foreign firms that certify will export their whole production. There are therefore
three possibilities: either all Foreign firms only sell to Home, non-certified firms sell
some of their production to Home, or only certified firms sell to Home. Below we show
that if there is no demand in Foreign, the International model essentially boils down
to the Domestic model. We therefore impose conditions such that there is positive
demand in Foreign. We look for an equilibrium in which an indifferent firm with
emissions rate ê is defined as:
π(pH − τF ê) − (F + f ) = π(pF ),
and all firms with higher emissions rates, e > ê, do not certify, whereas all with
lower do. This is analogous to equation (8) in the Domestic setting. Equation (18) is
replaced with:
pF ≥ pH − τF EF (e|e > eb) ,
(19)
where only certified firms will export if the inequality is strict and uncertified firms
will continue to export if the condition is binding. In either case, the world market
equilibrium for the polluting good is defined as
DH (pH ) + mDF (pF ) = EH [sH (pH − τH e)] + mE [sF (pH − τF ε)] ,

(20)

which equates world demand to world production, consisting of the production of
Home firms, Foreign certified firms and Foreign uncertified firms, respectively.9
Our focus is on small taxes for which only the equilibrium with exports from noncertified firms is relevant, i.e. equation (19) continues to bind.10 Consequently, we
replace the ≥ with = in equation (19).
The corresponding emissions from production in Home and Foreign, respectively,
9

When only certified firms export, the pricing equation (19) is not binding and is instead replaced with a condition that Foreign consumption equals production by uncertified Foreign firms:
mDF (pF ) = m(1 − ΨF (ê))sF (pF ).
10
More formally, for a contradication, consider an equilibrium with small taxes (first order) where
post-certification only certified firms continue to export. For small taxes, the price difference between
Home and Foreign must be small both before and after certification. Consider a given level of
certification ê: certified firms will switch their entire production to Home and non-certified firms
will shift their entire production to Foreign. These changes are zeroth order and must consequently
have zeroth order effects on the price difference between foreign and home. If Foreign firms only
partially adjust their production towards home the price difference between Foreign and Home prices
can remain first order.
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are then:
GH = EH [esH (pH − τH e)],
GF = mEF [εsF (pH − τF ε)] .
With total emissions given by
G = GH + GF

(21)

We consider a policy maker who values the welfare of agents in both countries
equally, but who only has tools available to her in Home (that is W = UH + mUF ).
This set-up is in line with the objectives of unilateral climate change policies, which
often aim at reducing emissions (and thereby climate change damages) not only at
home but also abroad. For instance, countries like Sweden or Denmark are pursuing
unilateral climate policies (through high carbon taxes) even though the damages from
climate change are likely to be limited in these countries relative to other parts of the
world. In addition, such a set-up allows us to abstract from well-studied terms-oftrade consequences of policy changes.
Note that in the special case in which Foreign consumers do not consume, the
setup mirrors the domestic setting of Section 2.1 (where all Home firms certify) and
the analysis of that section carries through. The behavior of Foreign consumers is
therefore central to the analysis.
Certification will affect prices in both countries. We continue to use the superscript “V ” to denote the voluntary certification scheme and we use “U ” to denote the
equilibrium without certification. For the incidence formulas, we use D and S to
denote world demand and supply elasticities, which are the sum of share-weighted
D D
D
local elasticities, so D = D
F θF + H θH , and similarly for supply. In the appendix we
show that such a voluntary certification program will have the following effect on the
price at Home and in Foreign:11
∆pH ≡

pVH

−

pUH

D
−D
F θF
= S
τ (EF (e|e > ê) − EF (e)) + o(τ )
D F
| − 
{z
}

(22)

∆pH

11

Our first-order approximations require for τH , τF and v to be small. Instead of writing o(τH ) +
o(τF ) + o(v) we employ the shorthand o(τ ) and use o(τ 2 ) for the second-order polynomial in these
terms.
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∆pF ≡ pVF − pUF =

D
S
D
H θH − 
τF (EF (e|e > ê) − EF (e)) + o(τ )
S − D

{z
}
|

(23)

∆pF

where elasticities are evaluated at the pre-certification price, p0 , which is identical in
Home and Foreign without taxes. It holds that ∆pH ≥ 0 and ∆pF ≤ 0.
To understand the intuition for equations (22) and (23) note that a binding equation (19) requires certification to increase the difference between prices in Home and
the Foreign: Certification effectively drives up the output tax on the firms who do
not certify. Since these are the ones who both export to Home and supply the
Foreign market the price difference must increase. Consequently, ∆pH + ∆pF =
τF (EF (e|e > ê) − EF (e)), which is the increase in tariffs for uncertified firms. The
way this price difference is shared between prices at Home and in Foreign is determined by the slope of supply and demand curves as in standard incidence formulas.
Consider first the case in which D
F = 0. Then the international setting in effect
mirrors the setting in Corollary 2: to a first order approximation, supply curves are
linear, and supply responses from a mean-preserving increase in the variance of effective taxes is zero. Hence, with D
F = 0 the price response in Home is zero and the
entire tax change is borne by Foreign. However, when D
F < 0, the lower prices in
Foreign drives up demand and with it prices at Home.
Using equations (22) and (23) we can derive the consequences for emissions from
certification where s0H ≡ dsH /dp(p0 ) and s0F ≡ dsF /dp(p0 ). The results are given in
Lemma 3
Lemma 3. Consider total emissions given by equation (21) and let GV denote emissions with voluntary certification and GU emissions without. Then the change in
emissions by Home firms is
GVH − GUH = s0H EH (e) ∆pH + o (τ ) ,

(24)

and the change in emissions from production by firms in Foreign is:
GVF − GUF = ms0F [EF (e) ∆pH − τF V arF (ε)] + o(τ ),
where (to a first order) the effect of certification on
- Home emissions is positive.
- Foreign emissions is ambiguous.
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(25)

- Total emissions is ambiguous.
Proof. See Appendix
Consider first the changes to emissions from production in Home (equation 24).
Firms producing in Home only sell to Home and their tax schedule does not change.
Consequently when prices increase, ∆pH > 0, they increase production and with it
emissions. The effect in Foreign is ambiguous. One term is analogous to the term
just described for Home: Since all firms in Foreign produce, at least partly, for the
market in Home, an increase in pH increases production and with it emissions. This,
however, is not the only effect. Analogous to the domestic setting, the change in
import taxes for the exporters in Foreign reshuffles production from firms with higher
emissions to firms with lower emissions. This is captured by the term with V ar(ε),
which reduces emissions. In sum, these two effects are ambiguous and emissions in
Foreign can potentially increase. This leaves the effect on total emissions ambiguous
as well. Equation (25) reveals a central element of the model: If the elasticity of
demand in Foreign is sufficiently low, D
F = 0, then ∆pH = 0 as well. In this case, the
negative effect on emissions from a change in production away from high-polluters
unambiguously lowers emissions. The importance of the slope of demand in Foreign,
DF0 is clear in Proposition 3 as well, which analyzes the welfare consequences.
Proposition 3. The difference between social welfare for certification, W V and social
welfare without W U is:
WV − WU =
(26)
ms0F
|

(τF )2
V arF (ε)
2 {z
}

Reallocation effect



− (v (1 + m) − τH ) GVH − GUH − (v (1 + m) − τF ) GVF − GUF
|
{z
} |
{z
}
Untaxed emissions - Home

−
|

Untaxed emissions - Foreign

(EF (e) + EF (e|e > ê))
τF mDF0 ∆pF − F ΨF (ê) + o(τ 2 ),
2 {z
}
Untaxed Foreign Consumption

where
- The reallocation effect is positive,
- The untaxed emissions effect in Home is negative if τH < v(1 + m)
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- The untaxed emission effect in Foreign is ambiguous.
- The untaxed foreign consumption effect is negative.
- W V − W U + F ΨF (ê) has an ambiguous sign.
Proposition 3 mirrors Corollary 2 in the domestic setting. It is instructive to first
consider the case in which DF0 = 0, that is when consumption in Foreign does not
change. Then there is no change in the price in Home (equation 22) and consequently
no change in emissions from production in Home. The untaxed foreign consumption
effect also disappears and the reallocation and untaxed emissions in Foreign effects
collapse to (v(1+m)−τ /2)ms0F V arF (ε). This is identical to equation (12), except for
the fact that emissions now affect (1 + m) people instead of 1. This term captures the
combined effect of less cost-efficient, but less polluting production and is unambiguously positive. With DF0 < 0 two new effects come into play. First, with an increase
in demand in Foreign prices go up in both countries and with it production in Home
(the effect from untaxed emissions in Home). The second term is more subtle. Home
can only tax production from Foreign that reaches Home. The rest is consumption
in Foreign which is left untaxed. In the equilibrium without certification, the import
tariff introduces a distortion as consumers in Foreign face a price that is EF (e)τF
lower than in Home and will consequently have lower marginal utility. Certification
increases this price difference to τF EF (e|e > ê) and (inefficiently) increases Foreign
consumption by mDF0 ∆pF . Due to the Taylor approximation the cost of this increased consumption is measured at the average of the distortion before and after the
change: (EF (e) + EF (e|e > ê))/2, leading to the expression in the Untaxed Foreign
Consumption effect. 12 A similar intuition explains why in general a border tariff
adjustment (even tailored to the exact emission rate of the exporter) is not the optimal environmental tariff (see Keen and Kotsogiannis, 2014, and Balistreri, Kaffine
and Yonezawa, 2019).
Together Lemma 3 and Proposition 3 make it clear that the elasticity of demand
in Foreign is crucial for the welfare and emissions effect of the certification scheme:
When a certain class of more polluting Foreign firms see taxes on their exports to
12

Alternatively, think of Foreign consumption as non-polluting negative production. To make
this point the clearest, let supply in Foreign be exogenous such that s0F = 0 in which case all
marginal increases in exports from Foreign to Home must come through (non-polluting) reductions
in consumption. In such a case marginal exports from Foreign are emissions-free, yet still taxed. An
increase in the tax rate from EF (e)τF to EF (e|e > ê)τF increases the distortion by an amount equal
to the area of the trapezoid described in the Untaxed Foreign Consumption effect.
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Home increase, whereas sales to Foreign are left untaxed, their incentives to serve the
domestic market increases. If the domestic market can absorb this extra production,
that is if demand is elastic, welfare might decrease.
Adding abatement to the international setting is straightforward: foreign firms
which certify now have an incentive to undertake abatement leading to an increase
in efficiency and possibly lower emissions (depending on whether the rebound effect
overtakes the direct effect of a reduction in emissions or not). We can directly combine
the results of Corollary 4 and Proposition 3 to get the welfare effects of certification
with abatement for small taxes and environmental damage: the welfare increase from
certification is given by equation (26) plus an additional term which corresponds to

)
ΨF (ê).
the additional gains from abatement: τF v − τ2F (bsFF )(p00 0(0)
4

Conclusion

Settings in which a relatively small set of agents disproportionately contribute to a
global externality perfectly encapsulates the problem of concentrated benefits and
diffuse costs as described by Olson (1965). It should be unsurprising that there is
limited appetite for Pigouvian taxes to internalize such externalities. In this paper
we study a mechanism that counterbalances and ultimately unravels this dynamic.
The counterbalance comes from offering a substantial reduction in the tax burden
to those who contribute little to the externality. Low-emissions agents receive concentrated benefits when they voluntarily certify their emissions for direct taxation.
Increased certification raises the output tax on uncertified firms, but this marginal
increase is dispersed widely. Unraveling occurs when the default output tax for uncertified firms is updated to reflect the higher mean emissions of the uncertified group
and the cost of certification is not too large. If unraveling is complete, such a voluntary program achieves the same outcome as the otherwise-infeasible mandate to tax
emissions directly (minus certification costs). We show that the welfare gains of such
a policy scale with the variance of emissions and the slope of supply. The welfare
acheived by a voluntary program is a weighted average of the Pigouvian first-best
and the output-based tax, with the weights reflecting the relative variance of effective
emissions subject to taxation to the variance of emissions in the population.
In the international setting, our mechanism extends the incentive to abate emissions beyond the borders of the country adopting a carbon tax. Such a policy is
therefore most attractive for countries whose carbon footprint is most heavily em-
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bodied in imports. We show that the elasticity of demand for carbon-intensive goods
in non-adopting countries plays a key role in prospective emissions reductions, as
demand responses to lower prices abroad offset reductions from certified firms’ abatement efforts. We derive the condition that determines whether such a program would
further reduce emissions beyond those achievable with border carbon adjustments.
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